2018 LARGE CAR ENDURO RULES
1. Enduro participants must be 16 years of age or older with a valid driver’s license. No one
will be allowed in the pits under 14 years old. Legal consent from parent/guardian and
notarized release waivers are absolutely required for all persons under the age of 18 who
are going to be competing in the race.
2. Registration fees should be paid in cash, check, or money order. NSF checks will be
charged $30 plus cost to recover. All drivers and pit people must pay and register at pit
gate. Drivers will draw for line up position during registration.
3. There will be no duplication of car numbers. The first car entered with that number will
get that number. Any other car with that number will have to change it. Preference may be
given to veteran cars. Metal sign may be bolted to the roof displaying the number but is
not mandatory. Numbers should be on both sides of the car and should be a minimum of
12” high x 9” wide.
4. Please paint your drive shaft a bright color so it can be seen if it falls out.
5. The Enduro Race is a non-stop race. The red flag will only be brought out in the event of
serious safety situations or to water the track. Restarts after a red flag will be a standing
restart. There will be no realigning of positions.
6. RED FLAGS: You will stop on a red flag. No pitting or passing on a red flag. No pit
crew on track during a red flag. If your car is off the track and in the infield danger zone,
you may NOT work on the car. PIT STOPS ON GREEN FLAG ONLY! NO PASSING ON
RED FLAGS. ANY VIOLATIONS AND YOU WILL BE DISQUALIFIED!

7. Cars will be towed/pushed off track during red flags as directed by flagman if they are
stalled, stuck, or in a dangerous position. FLAGMAN’S CALL IS FINAL! Cars
towed/pushed off may be allowed back on the track – Based on official’s decision. Cars
will be removed by officials only, unless otherwise directed by the flagman. Any attempt
to remove your own car and you will be disqualified.
8. Only one tow/parts vehicle per race car is allowed into the pits.
9. Any fires on your car and you are disqualified.
10. You will be disqualified for aggressive racing.
11. No alcohol allowed in pit area.
12. Race time will be extended only if an extended safety condition requires it. Drivers will be
notified ahead of time
13. A fee of $250.00 per person for protesting laps counted.
14. Have your car number on the roof of your car so that the drone can see it; if we use it.
MOTOR RESTRICTIONS
Factory Engines **KEEP IT STOCK**
No direct drive transmissions, i.e.: bert, brin, Falcon, etc.
No bead lock rims.
Docked 5 laps per motor infraction
-Any 2 barrel carb or any stock 4 barrel allowed; anything else and docked. No aluminum
intakes, headers, aluminum heads or block, or non-O.E.M. parts.
-No after market heads; must have casting marks on ends.

